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Principles and Pragmatism
By the time the reader gets to the last chapter of this book, he or she will not

the author's lament that the current state of
ot the law relating to
be surprised to find the
exemptions clauses is 'unmanageably complex'..! If the reader has patiently read the
subje~t :- mostly within the past two
twists and turns of case and statute law on the subje~t
decades - he or' she will be bound to agree.
~ree. What
W~at is the law doing here? What are the
appr~ach of the law to- exemption clauses, exclusion
policy choices which' underpin the approaCh
clauses, indemnity - clauses and other provisions inserted in contracts to help parties
legal1iability
escape legal
liability that might otherwise fall on them?_ Few judges, searching for that
thread of Ariadne that will lead them through the maze of case and statute law, tarry to
public policy.,
identify the deep undercurrents of pUblic
One exception to this. judicial diffidence is to be found in the judgments of Lord
DeMing. They have been very influential in the area of the law covered by this book. ~hey
day .. For example, his doctrine of 'fundamental breach' for
have .I}~t always carried the day..
many' years
~ears provided a vehicle for avoiding i..macceptable
imacceptable exemptiory> clauses. It reigned
~-

supreme even after it was qualified in the Suisse Atlantigue c'ase. 2 However, the
f~r judicial analysis. The High
doctrine proved difficult to-apply in practice, even as a tool for

bea.t ·!{retreat which
Court .of
,of Australia quickly followed: the Suisse Atlantique effort to bea.t·!{retreat
led the courts back -to the' actual language of the contract entered into
ultimately ledbetween -the parties. 3 Subsequently the House of Lords in the Securicor case 4 made it
absolutely clear that there was no separate rule of law by. which, regardless of their
terms, exemption- clauses were to be eliminated or deprived of their effect based upon
DeMitig:,~ suggestion that 'fundamental breach' was a rule of law. S This question
Lord DeMitig:'~
was

henceforth

to

depend

upon

the

construction

of-:=;, -the
of-:=;.

whole

contract.

-2Harsl,

.;:xcl~sion
.;:xcl~sion

provisions may perhaps have been included in printed forms. They may

have been given little, if any, attention by the parties. They may have been presented by
the contractually strong to the contractually weak. But the law should normally leave it
to the parties

~o

apportion the risks as they saw fit. In the real commercial world, they

insUrance. They should not be
should be left to look after their own interests, perhaps by insurance.
able to call in aid the uncertain application of a disqualifying rule of 'fundamental
breach'~S.
breach'~&

What are the underlying principles of the common law that have brought the
highest courts'in England and .Australia
,Australia to this conclusion? In -1979 Professor PS Atiyah
wrote his important text, The Rise and Fall of Freedom of Contract. 7 This work
elaborated an earlier thesis propounded by him in the Law Quarterly Review. S
According

~o

rules' of the
Atiyah, the conceptual presuppositions and the resulting rules·

'classical'' law of contract 'reflected a set of values and ways of thought' of the 19th
'classical
century, and have become incongruous and ~~~n unacceptable in basic respects in
contemporary society.9 Atiyah called for drastic revision not only of the law of
.distinguished a quasi-contract and contract from
contract but also of those rules which .distinguished
tort.
of-Oxford,
At about the.same time, in his Inaugural Lecture for the University ofOxford,
titled provocatively 'From
iProm Principles to Pragmat~m'lO,
wa.y to
Pragmat~m'lO, Atiyah went out of his way
~which were unrelated to the .production of just results in'
praise judicial pronouncements ~which

the, theses in his
the particular case be.fore the. court. The apparent -inconsistency in the,
writings on contract and in his Inaugural Lecture of

su~h
su~h

an important writer in this area

remarke~ by Julius Stone. l l Atiyah's thesis in his ]nauguralLecture
Inaugural Lecture
as Atiyah have been remarke~

was also criticised by the late Sir Otto Kahn-Freund. According to Kahn-Freund, our legal
midst.oflan
system is to be seen as in the midst
,of 'an evolution

of a more refined sense of justice'. We

ore highly developed criteria of equality and inequality':
are, he declared, possessors of 1m
'more
]t means a reduction of that 'equality' of tr.e~tment
tr.e~tment of unequals which ignores

differences between

consum~r
consum~r

contracts a?d commercial contracts, property

for production and property for consumption, standard contr9.cts and individual

.-

•••..'
Our insight into what is 'unequal' is sharper tooay
today thari.
than. it was in·.
bargains - •••..Our
.
.. . '
,~.,

'Eldon, or perhaps of Ricardo, and'
the -time of Lord Ellenbotough or Lord -Eldon,
perhaps the insight merely reflects a keener sense of compassion and of
humanity than was

av~ilable

to the generations which presumed to lay down

situations.1 22
rigid principles for a multitude of unpredictable situations.!

-3Here,

~nen,
~nen,

is the germ of the issue that is dealt with in this book. Contractual relations

are infinite in their variety. The parties may be quite unequal in their bargaining power.
The terms ofarc .their contracts may be written or,
Of, unwritten, clear or unclear, standard

be made with exquisite care
aI'!-d precision. They may be made in an off-hand and thoughtless way, with little or no
: af!-d
the-pOSsibility that they will lead to a dispute and come before a court. The law
regard to the-possibility
forms or individually negotiated oral arrangements. They may

rules. But those general rules may apply unequally and
of contract must-- evolve general- rUles.
even unjustly in the fact situation of a particular case. A rule suitable to a-great maritime
trading .country -(England) may- hot be appropriate for" a"farge'
a"farge 'island continent, distant
'and trading
and dependent upon" foreign "shippers arriving at its coast presenting
from its markets "and
ready-made, standard contracts to be signed. 13 What may be 'reasonable" and 'jUst' as
par.ti-.es, able to look after their own interests,may
interests, may not be
between commercial par:p,.es,
'just' -when 'one party is an untutored consurri-er, r'elatively
r-elatively powerless in the
'reasonable' and 'just'-when'one
:enforcement
of his claims.",Whereas
claims.,,·Whereas insurance
inSurance may be -available and- appropriate as a
,'eriforcemehtof
of self-protection or _spreading the -risk' equitably in one case l4 it may not be
~'eans of
reasonable to expect it in
in another-. -Wher-ess' reliance upon an exclusion- clause, in .one
one
instance may strike the court-as merely a legitimate definition' of the-agreed risk":'taking,
risk-taking,
S
in another,.it may produce a result that is- denounced as outrageous.l
outrageOiJs~15
Lawreform and restatem ent
Law -reform
The thread of· Ariadne that runs through this book can be 'found. It
is the
!tis
reference to law reform.'
Ther_e are,three
are' three reforming agencies at work. 'The ."courts'
reform."Ther_e
"courts have
attempted reform. But 'the":result
-the":result has' often-been 'a denSer maze. Lord Denning believes in
achieving reform by the techniques of the common law:-to deal with the instant case, to
produce prompt change and to develop the law as jUdges
judges have been

doi~g
doi~g

for centuries.
But though he has struck
struck "a -number of notable blows
bloWS 'recorded in this, boOk l6 , not all of
them·
them have
hlive succeeded in the end. In any case, we ndw
nbw -live
live in the age of- Iegisla,tion•
Iegisla,tion •

. Increa.s~ngly, the role of judges- is that-of
that -of interpreting :the'-reform
·the '-reform legislation enacted by
Parliaments. As this book shows, the legislatures have been busy in this"
this' area.
The original Sale of Goods Acts, copied throughout the English-speaking world,
were framed' at the end: of. the "19th
'19th century. Though the legislation had"
had"' t'he
t"he merit of
breVity
brevity and comparative clarity, the markets differed and they changed. The mass
production of goods- and services. higher standards of living and education, the advent of
consumerism -and changing patterns of trade, including world trade, all contributed to the
need for broader legislatfon. Step by step, the legislators ventured upon the course. In
Australia,

the

Trade

'Practices

Act

1974

introduced

important

changes.

-4Howe.~r, it
Howe.~r,

was

corporation.

The~e
The~e

~asically
~asically

limited to contracts for the supply of good to a consumer by a

were large remaining areas to attract the experimentation of State

legislators. That experimentation ensued. Much of it, like the Australian Trade Practices
Act, was designed in'such a way as to overcome purported efforts of exclusion by

clauses •
exemption clauses•
.- Among the most radical legislative"
legislntive- reforms introduced was the Contracts
.-(NSW) based broadly on a report by Professor John. Peden.17 The
Review Act 1980 ·(NSW)

courts will strike a fair and
legislation Js only now being tested in the courts. How the -courts
reasonable balance between contractual terms and fairness in the individual case remains
see~.
to be see~.
Sqmetimes the reforming legislation has been of a much more limited and
specific character. Thus the Chattels Securities Act 1981 (Vic) was designed to address
the special-problem
special -problem of inequity that can arise

wJH~re
w.~~re

a vendor purports to pass ownership

in goods to a purchaser, when J:ie does not enjoy the title_to
title. to do so. By adopting a system of
registration of. interests, the Act seeksseeks· to address an application of an understandable
principle of the law which, in individual cases, can be unfair and unreasonable.
The third a~ency
a~ency of change, supporting the second, is the law reform institution
itself. Scattered throughout this book are references to reports of the Law Commissions
of England-and
England'and Wales and of Scotland, of the Ontario Law Reform Commission and-C?f
and·C?f the:'::
New South Wales Law Reform Commission and South Australian Law Reform Committee.
As well, the law reforming- effort of Professor Peden's inquiry and ·the
-the Swanson
Committee are also

mention~.•..
mention~"
... '

The Australian Law Reform Commission has examined this area of the law only in
in the
context of insurance contracts - that being a Federal area of legal responsibility and one
referred to the Commission by the Attorney-General. 18 The resulting proposals have
taken most of the approaches that it is open to the law to take in rl?Spcmse
re:;ponse to
unacceptable contractual terms:
In some cases tma~ceptable
lather
tma~ceptable te;:ms are specifically excluded (as for example 'other

insurance' provisions).

In other CBSes
cases tuliform
tmiform terms and conditions are to be defined by law (as ih
lstandard COver' for the main ·areas
"areas of domestic insurance).
'standard
Additionally, in respect of terms inconsistent with 'standard cover' proVISIOns,
provisions,
these will only operate against the insured to the extent to which they provide
cover which is not less than the standard or they have been drawn to the insured's
specific attention.

- 5 ~pon the court to adjust the
iinally, in some cases a discretion is conferred ~pon
interests of the contracting parties equitably (as for example in certain cases of

fraudulent non-disclosure or misrepresentation where the loss of cover would be
seriously disproportionate to the harm' caused).
Legislation based upon this report is before the Australian 'Federal Parliament at the time
writing.l9 -Although,
Although, if enacteo,
enactea, this Federal legislation will contribute to the
of writingJ9
;. miscellany of statutory rules controlling exclusion and like clauses, it will necessarily be
to- contracts of
of insurance. It will exclude State "insurance. A larger measure
limited to·
".-: dealing with contracts more generally remains for the future.
Unhappily, the

g~~eral Australian
g~~eral

law of contract has not been examined by any

Australian law reform agency in a comprehensive way. The need- for such

~

examination

was outlined nearly a decade ago by Professor JG Starke in an important 'essay in the
Law. Journal. 20 .In an editorial in 'the journal, Professor Starke called
Australian Law".
attention to the success of United States efforts in the restatement of the law of
contra~t.
contra~t. The American Law Institute's restatement has been pr()foun~y
profoun~y influential in the
United States•.The
States •.The differences between law reform and research directed 'not towards
reform but towards clarification or systematisation " of the law'
law' were specifically

mentioned.,21 Yet nearly a decade lat~r,
lat~r, -we
we are still waiting for the beginning of a
coherent approach to contract law reform. This book gives further
fUrther illustration of the need

to bring order, concept and prinCiple
principle into what is, -at the moment, an 'unmanageably
complex' area of the law - and one growing
grOwing ever more complex with reforming legislation
enacted in differing terms in different Australian States, applying
parties differently
a~plying to ~arties
defined and providing different relief.
As Australia moves ~owards computerisation of com mercial transactions and
contracts negotiated and effected by trans border data nows, the needs for more unif?l"m,
simple"and
simple"
and commercially realistic rules will become more manifest.
This book

This book will contribute to Australian reform in a number Of:~'8Y;;.
of:~'8y;,. First, the
author has been at .:pains
,pains to draw to attention the numerous proposals Cor
for law reform

,:

i;:-

emanating from law reforming agencies.

,.-

.

._~.

"- ..

- d -

Secondly, a book amply demonstrates the conclusion announced in the final
EVen if we confine ourselves to recent common law
law. and legislative developments,
chapter. Even
clearly an areao!
area of the·lawin
the· law in need of clarification, simplification and
this .is
is cleal'lyan

restateme~t,
restateme~t,

if not reform. The common law has taken its meandering course backwards and forwa:ds
......;.
..: .•

pieces •
over the hill of 'fundamental breach'. The law reformers have dealt with bits and pieces•
Especially in Australia, the legislation has come in confusing variety. The interaction
between Federal and State legislation is, to put it mildly, unclear. Diversity,which
Diversity,-which is such

a notable and valuable feature of the Federal system of government, may nat
not be specially
useful.in the area of busine~
busine~ law. Such use as it
it had in
in earlier times may melt before the
useful-in
sun of informatics, if it has not already disappeared in

consequ~nc:e of
of
consequ~nc:e

le.vel of
the high level

integration already achieved in the Australian economy.
insights <?ffered
A third contribution to reform will be the valuable insights
t?ffered by the
nove~ lines of inquiry.
Reference to the national and ·economic··economic·· background
author to nove~
inquiry~ -Reference

against which
-a modern law of contract must be developed occurred in the jUdgments
which·a
judgments of
Justices Stephen and Murphy in Port Jackson Stevedoring Pty Limited v Salmond &
SpraggoD (Australia) Pty Limited. 22 Eacho! these High Court Justices appeared to be
of the 'opinion that Australian courts should not ·necessarily agree to a doctrine on
which, as the author puts it, 'assisted ship-owning
ship--owning nations to the
exemptions from liability which,as
of·the latter. 23 In the past,"it has
detriment of ship-user nations' -.Australia
--Australia being ·one
-oneal-the
law~. of contract, largely developed in·
in the busy
simply been assumed that the common ·law~lS.th century trading
trading Britain, was appropriate and just for thethe· very
circumstances of 19.th
different economic circumstances of Australia. Only lately has legislation begun to
explore the legitimate economic and social differences.
The other hint of methodology is found in the interesting section of this book
which explains a Tasmanian suryey which was designed to discover the actual attitudes of
of· excl~on
excl~on
businessmen to a series of differential questions relating to the operation of'
claus~ ...
claus~
•.. Such an empirical approach, rather than assumptions about the operation of the
is surely the way in which reform or renewal of the law of contract
coritract in the future
law, iS5urely
should be addressed.
The lesson of this book may be that we are not moving

f~rri

principles to

pragmatism, nor even from principles to principles. The lesson may be that we are
(rom one set oC
o(
stumbling in our courts, our Parliaments and law reforming agencies Crom
pragmatic rules to another - aiming to effect commercially realistic but fair adjustments
simpler. more
between contracting parties, in their infinite variety. Almost certainly, a simpler,
developed if only we were to identify
coherent and more effective body of law could be developediC
that" "the
more precisely the competing social and economic policies that'the law is struggling here
to

uphold.

-7 -

In

de~Gl.ult
of
de~Gl.Ultof

such an effort, Australia will doubtless continue to move from one minor

reforming adjustment to another. The task of conceptual re-examination will remain for
some Luther of contract jurisprude'nee in the future.

Sydney -

M D Kirby

2 April 1984
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